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space 1999 wikipedia May 11 2024
space 1999 is a british science fiction television programme that ran for two series from 1975 to 1977
in the premiere episode set in the year 1999 nuclear waste stored on the moon s far side explodes
knocking the moon out of orbit and sending it as well as the 311 inhabitants of moonbase alpha
hurtling uncontrollably into space

space 1999 tv series 1975 1977 imdb Apr 10 2024
space 1999 with martin landau barbara bain nick tate zienia merton the crew of moonbase alpha
must struggle to survive when a massive explosion throws the moon from earths orbit and into deep
space

space 1999 catacombs guides scripts analysis Mar 09 2024
the in depth guide to space 1999 the episodes cast special effects and merchandise

space 1999 season 1 episode 1 breakaway full episode Feb
08 2024
watch the full episode of space 1999 a thrilling sci fi adventure about a moonbase facing a cosmic
crisis

space 1999 the seance spectre tv episode 1977 imdb Jan 07
2024
the seance spectre directed by peter medak with martin landau barbara bain catherine schell tony
anholt some subterranean miner start chanting for a planet that will cause the moon to pass through
a nebula deadly to those living at moonbase alpha

list of space 1999 episodes wikipedia Dec 06 2023
space 1999 a british science fiction television series ran for 48 episodes broadcast between 1975 and
1977 the first series or season often referred to as year one of 24 episodes began transmission in
1975 though production of the first episode began in 1973

space 1999 all 48 episodes in high definition youtube Nov
05 2023
space 1999 0201 the metamorph full strength beer 15k views 1 year ago share your videos with
friends family and the world

space 1999 the last sunset tv episode 1976 imdb Oct 04
2023
the last sunset directed by charles crichton with martin landau barbara bain barry morse prentis
hancock as the alphans are planning to explore the planet ariel a missile attaches itself to the en
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route eagle upon returning to alpha the missile gives the alphans a lunar atmosphere

space 1999 tv series 1975 1977 the movie database tmdb
Sep 03 2023
the crew of moonbase alpha must struggle to survive when a massive explosion throws the moon
from orbit into deep space

watch space 1999 prime video amazon com Aug 02 2023
the crew of moonbase alpha must struggle to survive when a massive explosion throws the moon
from orbit into deep space 611 1976 24 episodes x ray 13 adventure drama science fiction freevee
with ads watch with prime start your 30 day free trial more purchase

space 1999 s2 e1 the metamorph youtube Jul 01 2023
space 1999 s2 e1 an eagle is sent onto the surface of the planet psychon which has titanium needed
for repairs to the alpha base it fails to return and is used by psychon scientist mentor

the infernal machine space 1999 wikipedia May 31 2023
the infernal machine is the 18th episode of the first series of space 1999 the screenplay was written
by anthony terpiloff and elizabeth barrows the director was david tomblin the final shooting script is
dated 11 december 1974 live action filming took place between 20 december 1974 and 9 january
1975

gerry anderson s space 1999 Apr 29 2023
space 1999 1975 1977 september 13th 1999 the freak explosion of atomic waste dumps blasts the
moon out of earth orbit hurling the 311 men and women of moonbase alpha into the far reaches of
space space 1999 entered production in 1973 and would run for 48 episodes over the next two years

space 1999 the complete series ultimate edition Mar 29
2023
when a nuclear explosion sends the moon hurtling out of orbit it s 311 residents find themselves
embarking on an adventure filled odyssey through outer space martin landau barbara bain barry
morse nick tate zienia merton catherine schell star 48 episodes on 14 discs

space 1999 the complete series ultimate edition blu ray Feb
25 2023
no kidding that s space 1999 in a nutshell the basic premise of the series is simple on september 13th
1999 the moon accidentally gets blasted out of the earth s orbit by a gigantic nuclear explosion and is
sent hurtling into deep space
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space 1999 the complete series amazon com Jan 27 2023
space 1999 which ran from 1975 to 1977 exemplifies everything good and bad about scaling down
the genre to fit the small screen produced by gerry and sylvia anderson the creative duo behind the
marionette cult classic thunderbirds the ambitious set up sends the earth s moon along with the
entire population of moonbase alpha

space 1999 tv series 1975 1977 episode list imdb Dec 26
2022
moonbase alpha is attacked and devastated by warships from a nearby planet with half of its
population dead alpha can no longer survive commander koenig and dr russel go to the alien world to
plead for the survivors but the inhabitants wish no one to disturb their serene existence 7 0 10 403
rate

watch space 1999 streaming online peacock Nov 24 2022
watch space 1999 season 1 a moon base crew fights for survival in the aftermath of a massive
explosion that shifts the moon from its orbit into the unknown abyss of space

space 1999 movie collection the movie database tmdb Oct
24 2022
after an atomic explosion blasts the moon out of earth orbit moonbase alpha drifts in space with 300
people on board when a rescue team from earth arrives in a faster than light space ship everyone is
overjoyed that they can now return to earth

space 1999 the complete series ultimate edition trailer Sep
22 2022
the most devastating explosion in the history of mankind blasts the moon out of orbit on it are 311
men and women determined to survive from the legendary team of gerry and sylvia anderson
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